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Abstract. In the article the formation of information and communication competence of future social workers is carried out. The sequence of topics studied by future social workers in the content part of the discipline of the information cycle “Modern information technology” is presented. The stages of ICT competence formation of future social workers are described. Authors provide a clear description of the sequence of learning and acquiring skills of practical work with a personal computer, cloud technology and its applications, free use of e-mail and additional features of Gmail, creating and formatting files of various formats, creating electronic educational resources by cloud technology, developing online courses and personal pages, understanding the capabilities and awareness of software for creating and processing various content by future social workers. They also analyze the benefits of the Moodle platform for its active use during the training of social professionals in the distance learning situation. These include: ease of use, intuitive interface for students and teachers, free, compliance with the requirements of higher education institutions for educational platforms, availability of methodological and reference materials, the ability to perform tests, planning and organizing the work of teachers and students and so on. In the article the need for skills and abilities to work with the above programs, services and technologies is emphasized too. The expediency of placing the discipline “Modern information technology” on the basis of the distance learning platform Moodle for future social workers is substantiated. The preconditions for the use of Moodle by the participants of the educational process are determined, the list of advantages and possibilities of this platform is given. The results (initial and final) of the study of the discipline “Modern information technology” are presented.
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1 Introduction

Modern education requires a variety of forms, methods and techniques of organizing educational activities. Preference should be given to forms, methods and techniques that involve in their arsenal the use of information and communication technologies that can individualize the learning process, enrich the acquired knowledge and become effective assistants in professional activities [12]. Recently, in connection with the global pandemic, e-learning and such a form of e-learning as distance learning have received special attention. Distance learning belongs to the form of organization of the educational process on the basis of information and communication technologies and is relied on the principles of self-educational activity. The use of distance learning platforms leads to the successful solution of modern educational problems and is consistent with the implementation of the Law of Ukraine “On the National Informatization Program” [20].

Each period is characterized by its own features associated with changes in social, cultural, political and economic development. It is clear that education in Ukraine should not be left out of all the processes taking place in society. Since according to the circumstances and information development of the state in the educational process it is necessary to introduce e-learning tools, educators must take into account the specifics of their implementation. This attitude will allow everyone to learn the strategy of teaching specific disciplines in the training of future social workers based on the learning environment on the Internet. Taken into account the above mentioned facts and based on our own experience, we should outline the educational prospects of teaching specific disciplines in the training of future social workers using the e-learning environment Moodle and identify features of the use test tools on this platform.

The issue of using distance learning platforms in the educational system is considered by modern researchers around the world. The use of the Moodle distance learning system in the process of training future specialists in Ukraine and abroad is considered by Abdula et al. [1], Mintii [25], Mintii et al. [27, 27], Mpungose [29], Shalatska et al. [44], Teo et al. [47]. To implement blended learning, the great part of the universities use learning content management system Moodle. According to statistics, in 2022 the Moodle system was used by educational institutions in 245 countries [28].

Educational programs cannot make such progress in the development of learning skills as programmes that use information and communication technologies in their arsenal. Fedorenko et al. [11, 12], Osadchyi et al. [31], Panchenko et al. [33], Semerikov et al. [40], Tkachuk et al. [48], Velychko et al. [51, 52] devoted their works to the development of theoretical and methodological principles of implementation of information and communication technologies in the educational process of training future specialists. An important aspect in the work of future social workers is the formation of a high level of mastery of information and communication technologies. Danilchuk [8], Povidaychyk [37] studied the training future social workers with the use of information and communication technologies.
The study of the professional training of social workers revealed a contradiction between the vital needs of society in modern specialists and the real state of their preparation for working with different categories of clients. An important role in the training of future social workers is the formation of a high level of knowledge of information and communication technologies (ICT) on the bases of modern educational platforms, like Moodle, at the higher educational establishment [14].

The most effective option for the formation of ICT competence is the use of a mixed form of learning in the educational process. The organization of blended learning was investigated by Bilousova et al. [6], Bondarenko et al. [7], Gayevska and Kravtsov [13], Holiver et al. [15], Martyniuk et al. [24], Mintii et al. [26], Semerikov et al. [40], Tkachuk et al. [48].

The professional tasks facing a social worker are transformed over time, expand the functional responsibilities of the specialist and modernize the organizational structure of social institutions, the content and technology of their activities.

Current issues of theory and practice of social work in Ukraine are considered by Bekh [4], Bekh and Bekh [5], Dubych [10], Kropelnyska et al. [19], Lukashevich and Semagina [23], Ovod [32], Trubavina [49]; professional training of social workers is investigated by Omelchenko et al. [30], Pinaeva and O. [35], Povidaychyk [36], Savelchuk and Bybyk [39], Slozanskaya and Horishna [45]. Studies of experience of social work and professional training of social workers are presented by Klos [17, 18], Lukashevich and Semagina [23], Semagina and Pozhidayeva [41], Semagina [42, 43], Slozanskaya and Horishna [45].

According to EDUCAUSE Report 2019, “key short-term (one to two years) trends of accelerating higher education technology adoption are redesigning learning spaces and blended learning designs” [2]. The Moodle system is one of a number of software products that are distributed under free software licenses. Free software products have become widely popular in Ukraine due to limited government funding for all areas of education. The undisputed leader in the prevalence of learning management systems, among free software, is the Moodle system, which is up to the SCORM standard and has a modular structure, thanks to which a large number of additional modules have been created that expand the capabilities of the system.

Moodle is created as a platform for technical support of distance learning, respectively, it provides mechanisms to solve problems that traditionally arise before teachers and students in a distance learning situation: communication between teacher and students, relations between students, access to methodical and reference materials, performance of tests, planning and organization of work of the teacher and students.

The experience of implementing free software at Donbas State Pedagogical University began in 2004. For the first time the Moodle was used at the Faculty of Physics and Mathematics in the study of computer science disciplines, such as “Programming”, “Information systems and databases”, “The use of computer technology in the educational process” [50]. Later, Moodle began to be used
in other faculties. At present, the entire educational process at Donbas State Pedagogical University has been transferred into a distance format. Training of future professionals, as well as training of future social workers, is carried out on the Moodle distance learning platform.

The Moodle distance learning platform has a lot of advantages, including introduction of e-learning technologies in the educational process, easy to learn and convenient e-assessment system, quality analysis of learning, monitoring the quality of learning resources, creating conditions for lifelong learning, the convenient and accessible archive of materials, ensuring a continuous learning process, easy distribution of electronic materials, compatibility with all formats of electronic materials, a wide range of tools for interaction between teacher and students etc.

The Moodle distance learning platform is the most promising e-learning platform, which is actively implemented in the educational process and contributes to its modernization [1].

According to the educational program of training of future social workers at the Donbas State Pedagogical University the formation of information and communication competence of future social workers is based on the discipline of the information cycle “Modern information technology” in the fourth term (the second year of study, the first level of higher education (bachelor’s degree). This course is designed for future social workers to master the skills of working with a personal computer, cloud technology and its applications, free use of e-mail and additional features of Gmail, creating and formatting files of various formats, creating electronic educational resources by cloud technology, developing online courses and personal pages, understanding the capabilities and awareness of software for creating and processing various content.

The educational functions of the disciplines of the information cycle include:

– formation of general bases of modern scientific worldview;
– development of thinking;
– acquisition of practical skills in the use of information and communication technologies;
– preparation for practical activities and continuing education.

The implementation of educational functions of the information cycle disciplines are realized due to specially organized learning conditions and performs a number of functions:

1. The educational function is the organization of the learning process; mastering the system of knowledge, skills and abilities about the disciplines of the information cycle, information processing technology and software. It highlights terms and concepts that interact with other sciences, points out the importance of forming a system of views on the world around, forms the ability to solve applied problems.

2. The developmental function forms in future social workers the cognitive qualities of processes and personality traits such as attention, memory, thinking, cognitive activity and independence, abilities; develops methods of mental
activity (analysis, synthesis, generalization, abstraction, etc.) and methods of educational activity. It provides a focus on identifying and implementing in the learning process the possibilities of computer science disciplines, the specificity of which lies in creative information activities.

3. The pedagogical function is designed to cultivate a culture of feelings, a culture of thinking, moral norms, aesthetic ideals and tastes, industriousness, responsibility. It is also responsible for the formation of worldview, thinking, ideas about computer science disciplines as part of universal culture, understanding the nature of the reflection of computer science disciplines of the world.

Specially organized learning conditions are an important part of the organization of the educational process of future social workers, which belongs to the methods of teaching. The system of regulatory principles and rules of organization of pedagogically expedient interaction of persons of educational process applied to a certain range of tasks of training, development and education. The choice of a certain method of training is a difficult pedagogical task.

The methodology of teaching the disciplines of the information cycle in the training of future social workers is a complex and dynamic process that is constantly adjusted. The specificity of these disciplines affects through the means of training both the content of the discipline and the methods and forms of teaching. Automated control of current results simplifies the procedure of adjusting the content of the training process and changing the content of the discipline.

The organization of training of future social workers takes place according to a certain algorithm according to which the course “Modern information technology” was created:

– awareness or actualization of the purpose and general tasks of studying of information discipline;
– analysis of the content and didactic possibilities of the existing educational material, special attention is paid to electronic educational resources;
– analysis of educational abilities, determination of the level of information and communication competence;
– definition of meaningful lines of information discipline;
– making a preliminary decision on the leading type of training;
– adjustment and concretization of the accepted decision taking into account monitoring, educational time, means, the equipment.

Self-dependent study of information processing technologies and its presentation by future social workers should continue as long as possible under the conditions of obtaining an effective result. After conducting and analyzing the monitoring of the acquired knowledge, options for changing the learning process depending on the obtained results should be planned. Determining the level of formation of ICT competence of future social workers is in accordance with the diagnostic programme. The choice of parameters and evaluation criteria reflects all the achievements and problems of the process of forming ICT competence
of future social workers. The results of diagnostics are analyzed for further correction of acquired qualities and formation of information space of training. It provides continuous development of ICT competence of future social workers in the process of professional training.

Using e-learning platforms is a definite challenge of modern times, so educators need to respond to it adequately. Nevertheless, the following question arises: how and to what extent we can trust E-learning [1].

Thus, the research goal is to reveal the of using the Moodle distance learning platform in the training of future social workers, highlighting its subject specificity on the basis of methodologically sound forms of test control.

2 The theoretical backgrounds

Modern social changes and transformation processes in Ukrainian society raise important issues of social protection. These changes lead to the renewal of the content and expansion of the field of social work as science, theory and practice. The idea of protecting human rights presupposes the acquisition of certain competencies by future social workers and, consequently, the need for their special training. The main precondition for the acquisition of special professional competencies by future social workers was the consolidation of social human rights in the 19th century. This right was enshrined and adopted in the laws of different countries. In these documents, the state undertook to perform certain functions to protect the people in the field of employment, rehabilitation, public health, education, etc.

The development of social work in Ukraine shows the need for professionalization of this humane direction, which requires increased attention to the formation of professional competence of future social workers. The professional competence of future social workers is constantly in the process of improvement, but it has its own structure, which includes information and communication competence. Competence is a dynamic combination of knowledge, ways of thinking, views, values, skills, abilities, other personal qualities, which determines a person’s ability to successfully conduct professional and further educational activities [20]. Professional competence characterizes the quality of personality of graduates of higher education institutions, which means a holistic set of characteristics of professionals who determine the symbiosis of both social and professionally necessary characteristics of a person receiving higher education [50].

During the training, future social workers should form a readiness to effectively address the social problems of clients at different levels. Particularly pronounced at the beginning of the 21st century is the tendency to interpret the educational outcomes of future social workers in the sense of the term “competence” and, accordingly, the introduction of a competence approach in the process of their training. Competence approach in education has a relatively short existence. Its formation began in the 1960s. Competence approach determines readiness for: continuing education and self-education; business communications; ability to make responsible decisions; critical thinking; working with
various sources of information, its processing and presentation, etc. The priority segment of the competence approach in the educational environment is competence-oriented education and its focus on the comprehensive acquisition of knowledge and methods of practice. A competent social worker should know the methods, techniques, technologies of social work and skills for their use.

Highlighting information and communication competence as a significant category in terms of professional development of the future social worker, we conclude that the problem of forming information and communication competence of the future social specialist is closely related to the acquisition of practical skills in working with software products of information and communication technologies. Features and main directions of formation of information and communication competence in the conditions of university are defined by a complex of forms and methods of training. The result of such a combination (complex) is a set of qualities of a specialist, which reflect the degree of his/her qualification, level of knowledge and skills, willingness to work with clients and their social and legal protection.

In the course of seminars and practical classes in higher educational institutions, a serious/applied game is used (development of sympathy for other people’s troubles, patience, attention, respect, etc.), which is considered both as a method and as a socio-pedagogical tool. Such examples of serious/practical games are implemented both in face-to-face meetings and online.

Dominant forms of training social workers are integrated seminars, workshops, independent work, teamwork, case work, workshops, project work using web-technologies (e-textbooks, online courses, online dictionaries, web-encyclopedias, educational video channels, services for creating presentations, catalogs of educational resources, etc.) [14].

Progressive forms of virtual learning are video lectures, video conferences, work in electronic libraries, on the Internet, etc. The combination of stationary and remote forms of education, professional activity with education, etc., gives the best result.

This guideline was taken into account by the community of lecturers of Donbas State Pedagogical University (V. Velychko – Doctor of Pedagogical Sciences, Prof. in the Department of Teaching Methods of Mathematics and Teaching Methods of Computer Sciences; O. Fedorenko – Candidate of Pedagogical Sciences, Assoc. Prof. in the Department of Mathematics and Computer Sciences; O. Havrysh – Candidate of Pedagogical Sciences, a doctoral student in the Department of Social Work) in the process of developing and teaching the course “Modern information technology” with its positive consequences.

The combination of these aspects and training requirements for future social workers was implemented in the developed course “Modern information technology”, which was posted on the Moodle distance learning platform. The choice to place the course on the Moodle distance learning platform came for a lot of reasons. Firstly, this platform is used as a recommended platform for distance learning by the management of Donbas State Pedagogical University. Secondly, the Moodle distance learning platform is easy to use and has an intuitive user
interface. Thirdly, this platform has a number of features and advantages in use compared to similar systems.

The implementation of Moodle is increasingly correlated with the prospect of implementing the principles of blended and distance learning, taking into account that the latter is a relatively new phenomenon in the educational space of Ukraine [7]. It is clear that the use of information and communication technologies in the training of future professionals will raise higher education in Ukraine to a upper level. Changes in the status of the higher education system and the integration of the national education system into the European educational space lead to the full use of blended and electronic learning. At the legislative level, this issue is prescribed in such Laws of Ukraine as the Law of Ukraine “On the National Informatization Program” [20], the Law of Ukraine “On Higher Education” [21], the Law of Ukraine “On Scientific and Scientific-Technical Activity” [22], National strategy for the development of education in Ukraine for the period up to 2021 [9], etc.

There are several groups of e-learning organization software: copyright software, learning management systems, content management systems, and educational content management systems [34]. Among these tools, one of the most suitable for higher education institutions is the open source distance learning platforms, to which the Moodle belongs (in general, there are a great number of such systems: ATutor, Claroline, Dokeos, Sakai etc.) [34].

As the Moodle distance learning platform is software that is distributed under the free GNU GPL (GNU General Public License), it is free software and therefore has the benefits of free software.

By definition of Wong and Sayo [53] there are several advantages of free software:

– reduction of license load;
– security;
– reliability and stability;
– open standards and independence of sellers;
– the possibility of developing new local software;
– observance of the right to intellectual property, fight against piracy;
– localization.

Exploring the prospects and possibilities of using free software in educational institutions and government agencies of Ukraine, Karpenko and Kiyak [16] light out the advantages of its use:

– openness of program codes;
– no costs for users to purchase licenses;
– free or low cost of a copy in the industrial production and distribution of copies;
– virus protection;
– possibility of free copying and distribution of programmes;
– the possibility of modifying programmes and developing solutions based on them, which are necessary for the national economy, government or the private sector;
– high speed of development of new releases, issue of new amendments and software products.

The founder of the movement for free software Stallman [46] to the advantages of using free software attributed the following components:

– savings;
– independence from megacorporations;
– the opportunity to study in the open source of the programme;
– encouragement to study;
– education of a responsible citizen of the state and society;
– the opportunity to gain practical experience of participating in the life of the free software community.

In general, these definitions have economic, informational and pedagogical nature.

Moodle allows organizing distance learning in such a way that it meets the today’s didactic requirements: regularity, systematic character, objectivity of control, individuality, economic efficiency, that is, it is fully capable of completing the tasks assigned to it [3].

3 Methods

The following set of research methods are used in the research: analysis of scientific and educational literature, theses, documents of international organizations, educational programs, textbooks and training manuals, normative documents on the training of social workers.

Provisions on electronic educational resources and features of organizations of electronic educational resources to support learning were determined. The elements of the created electronic course to support learning in the discipline “Modern information technology” and their harmonious combination to create a more comprehensive educational material were pointed out.

The digital literacy assessment system “Digital” (https://osvita.diia.gov.ua/digigram) on the platform of the Ministry of Digital Transformation of Ukraine was used as input and output control. According to this system, the answers were divided into six categories. The analysis of the obtained results was carried out according to the Kruskal-Wallis H test and visually presented in the form of graphs. Generalization and systematization – to define conceptual categories, clarify modern trends in the use of ICT and justify the basics of using Moodle in the training of future social workers.

4 Findings

During learning the discipline “Modern information technology”, future social workers do not need long-term personal communication. The purpose of this
course is to develop individual work skills; formation of skills of work with primary sources; systematization of knowledge and the received information; expression of own opinion; acquisition of practical skills in working with information and communication technologies. Based on this, we can state that the use of e-learning courses in the training of future social workers allows emphasizing the individuality of each student and evaluating his/her work.

Consider in detail the structure of the e-learning course based on Moodle.

4.1 The first (introductory) lesson

As can be seen in figure 1, the training of future social workers at Donbas State Pedagogical University is conducted in two areas: “231 Social Work” and “232 Social Welfare”. For these two directions the joint discipline “Modern information technology” is taught.

Fig. 1. An example of the first (lecture) courses.

At the first (lecture) lesson future social workers are invited to look through the list of recommended literature. Next, students are offered a system according to which they should perform tasks to obtain a high level of results. According to this system, future social workers should first get acquainted with the lecture (theoretical) material (figure 2, left), and then proceed to the laboratory work (figure 2, right) in accordance with the topic of the lecture.

The tasks to be completed in this course are aimed at gaining practical skills in using Google applications, starting with registering an account with Google.

Unfortunately, it should be noted that about a third of students do not understand that they have already registered with Google and have a Google account, although ≈ 90% use mobile devices with Android OS (≈ 10% use mobile devices with iOS, where registration is not required on Google).

In total, future social workers are offered 12 topics for compulsory study and implementation, combined in 10 files of lecture material and, accordingly, in 10
tasks for practical implementation in the form of laboratory work. The list of topics for mandatory study and implementation includes:

- **Lecture 1.** The principle of e-mail  
  Laboratory work 1. Computer network services. Email.  
  Purpose: Familiarity with the principle of e-mail.

- **Lecture 2.** Cloud file storage  
  Laboratory work 2. Cloud file storage.  
  Purpose: Familiarization of future social workers with the principle of cloud file storage.

- **Lecture 3, 4.** Google Docs cloud services  
  Laboratory work 3, 4. Google Docs cloud services  
  Purpose: Introduction to the basic possibilities of working with text documents, spreadsheets and presentations by means of an online office. Strengthen the skills of creating, editing, and formatting text documents, perform simple calculations and diagrams in spreadsheets, format presentation slides, apply slide transitions and animation to their objects using Google.docs, and share with other users.

- **Lecture 5.** Google Maps, Google Photos  
  Laboratory work 5. Google Maps, Google Photos  
  Purpose: Familiarity with GooglePhoto and Googlemaps.

- **Lecture 6.** OCR and Google cloud applications  
  Laboratory work 6. OCR and Google cloud applications  
  Purpose: Familiarity with the means of recognizing information provided by cloud services.

- **Lecture 7.** Internet search engines  
  Laboratory work 7. Internet search engines  
  Purpose: To get acquainted with the method of searching for the necessary data, using Internet search engines, to get acquainted with the classification of Internet search engines.
– Lecture 8. Google cloud services, site creation  
Laboratory work 8. Google cloud services, site creation  
Purpose: Familiarity with the principle of creating sites in the Google system.

– Lecture 9. Google cloud services, blog creation  
Laboratory work 9. Google cloud services, blog creation  
Purpose: Familiarity with the principle of blogging on Google.

– Lecture 10. Google cloud services, forms  
Laboratory work 10. Google cloud services, forms  
Purpose: Learn how to create tests with automatic collection of test results using Google forms.

– Lecture 11, 12. LMS Google Classroom  
Laboratory work 11, 12. LMS Google Classroom  
Purpose: Familiarity with the Google Classroom learning management system.

Figure 3 shows what the course structure looks like for future social workers.

4.2 Testing for knowledge control

Students (future social workers) take the test – this is the easiest way to check whether students have read the lecture materials or not. In our case, the test is
used as a control measure of virtual support of the discipline “Modern information technology”. Test tasks, in essence, involve the literal display of the text of lectures and perform the functions of checking the understanding of the content of lecture material and activate memory. The questions to the test tasks are directly related to the provided theoretical material for mandatory study and are limited only to the material provided in the theoretical part (figure 4). The main purpose of this test is to calculate the results and control the knowledge of future social workers. This test was designed to be able to remotely monitor the knowledge of students majoring in “231 Social Work” and “232 Social Welfare”.

Testing is the most important stage that allows you to objectively assess knowledge will be the creation of a high-quality and comprehensively thought-out base of questions, which will allow students to demonstrate all their knowledge and abilities in the subject area [38]. Testing increases the objectivity of the assessment of knowledge and practical skills in the discipline, including distance learning.

It should be noted that the Moodle distance learning system allows you to create several types of tests. These include: multiple-choice tests (with multiple choice answers); short answer tasks; compliance tasks; built-in answers; texts with gaps; true or false statements (tests with the choice of true / false); as a short text answer; text where the student must fill in the missing words; essays and more. All questions are stored in the database and can be used again in the same course. Tests can be educational (correct answers are shown at the end) or control (only the number of points scored (score) is reported).

The test tasks presented in the test should meet certain requirements. Such requirements include: unambiguity of the question (the text of the task is aimed at a specific answer and does not allow free interpretation); unambiguity of the answer (the possibility of multi-valued answers is excluded); correspondence to
the studied material (test tasks reflect only the material that was considered during the acquaintance with the theoretical and practical parts); selection of answer options (answers must be plausible); uniqueness (questions do not repeat identical formulations from the theoretical part of the studied material).

Testing is the fairest method. The testing process put students in the same conditions in the process of assessing the acquired knowledge. Testing has an educational function. Testing helps to identify and close gaps in the knowledge of students (future social workers). This form of knowledge control encourages the development of their own abilities, directing the activities of future social workers in the right direction. This fact disciplines, organizes the learning process.

At the beginning and at the end of the course we conducted testing on ICT competence of future social workers using the national test for digital literacy “Digital” (https://osvita.diia.gov.ua/digigram) on the platform of the Ministry of Digital Transformation of Ukraine. The proposed 90 test questions are systematized according to the areas of knowledge of the European Digital Competence Framework for Citizens DigComp 2.1, adapted by Ukrainian experts, allow you to test your knowledge in the following sections:

- basics of computer literacy (R1);
- information literacy, ability to work with data (R2);
- creation of digital content (R3);
- communication and interaction in the digital society (R4);
- security in the digital environment (R5);
- digital problem solving and lifelong learning (R6).

The level on each of the sections is determined by the scale (Basic A1/A2, Medium B1/B2, High C1/C2). The obtained values of the diagnostic stage in which 17 students of the pedagogical faculty of Donbas State Pedagogical University took part are presented in figure 5 in the form of the table and the diagram.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>B1</th>
<th>B2</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. The results of the diagnostic phase of the study.

Using the non-parametric method of checking the medians of several samples (Kruskal-Wallis H test), we obtained the values $h_{emp.} = 0.15463$, $p = 0.99953$, 

which indicates the absence of differences in the distribution of results by sections of testing R1-R6.

At the end of the course, students took the test again. The results are presented in figure 6 in the form of a table and diagram.

Using the Kruskal-Wallis H test, we obtained the values $h_{mp} = 0.01161$, $p = 1.0$, which indicates the absence of differences in the distribution of results by sections of testing R1-R6.

Insignificant accumulated data do not allow confirming the obtained average results by methods of mathematical statistics, however, the comparison chart (figure 7) shows that the training course gives its positive results.
5 Conclusions and prospects for further research

Modern education is impossible without the use of ICT. The Moodle distance learning platform is very helpful in achieving educational purposes. The training of future social workers is no exception. Conducting surveys, creating databases, processing modern regulations, creating visual materials and communication on social networks are easier with the modern educational platforms like Moodle.

Electronic educational resources used in the course “Modern information technology” are designed and created taking into account the didactic requirements for educational resources using advanced information and communication technologies. The list of topics studied in the course corresponds to the constituent sections of the list of competencies described in DigComp 2.2.

With the help of testing, shortcomings are identified, a holistic view of the formation of components of professional competence and knowledge gained during the study of the course “Modern information technology” designed for future social workers majoring in “231 Social Work” and “232 Social Welfare”. This course is directly aimed at forming one of the components of professional competence of modern social workers – ICT competence.
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